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Abstract 

BBC Research & Development’s IP Studio project is investigating the use of an 
IP-based infrastructure for live broadcasting, using a combination of theoretical 
design and experimental prototyping. 

During the Glasgow 2014 Commonwealth Games, IP Studio technology was 
used to produce a live ‘IP-end-to-end’ outside broadcast. 

Using network connectivity provided by Virgin Media, JANET and the BBC, live 
ultra-high definition video was captured from cameras in several competition 
venues, and delivered into a software-defined production system. Ancillary 
production facilities such as talkback and camera tally indicators were also 
implemented using the same IP network. This facilitated a highly distributed 
production workflow, with operational tasks being undertaken at several sites 
throughout the UK.  

Final programme output was delivered over IP using MPEG-DASH, and also 
broadcast from selected existing digital terrestrial television (DTT) transmitter 
locations using HEVC compression over DVB-T2. 

This paper describes the components and configuration of the IP Studio system 
used during the games, and explores the geographically distributed, collaborative 
workflows it enabled. 

Additional key words: Internet Protocol, Stagebox, RTP, Future Broadcast 
System, IP-end-to-end 
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1 Introduction 
A major aim of BBC Research & Development’s current work is to examine the benefits and 
challenges of adopting an all-IP approach to production infrastructure. The IP Studio project is 
developing a framework, which consists of a content model, transport mechanisms, system 
architecture and implementations, in order to investigate this. 
 
This paper describes the process of delivering a live multi-camera outside broadcast entirely ‘IP-
end-to-end” using IP Studio technology, which was undertaken as part of the Glasgow 2014 
Commonwealth Games. It explains the scope and scale of the system constructed by BBC R&D, 
and then provides further detail about a number of the technologies developed. 

1.1 Project Motivation 
BBC Research & Development sought to satisfy a number of strategic objectives in undertaking an 
IP Studio production trial at Glasgow 2014: 

• To provide a public demonstration of future broadcast technologies. Especially the use of 
commodity hardware and open source software-defined broadcast solutions. 

• To cover a high profile event in ultra-high definition (UHD), and in doing so investigate how 
such coverage differs from current, high definition (HD) programming. 

• To investigate the challenges and opportunities of an ‘IP End-to-End’ workflow for live 
television production. 

Section 8, towards the end of this document, describes the knowledge the department has gained 
from this work. 

2 Current IP Studio Framework: An Overview 
BBC Research & Development has previously published information about its IP Studio project (1) 
and readers are advised to refer to this in order fully understand the technologies described in this 
document. For convenience, a high level overview, which includes some revisions to earlier 
material, is provided in the following sub-sections. 

2.1 Nodes and Pipelines 
A key aspiration for IP Studio is that it supports distributed, flexible working. In order to permit this, 
units of processing capability are distributed between a number of discrete Nodes. A complete IP 
Studio system is composed of a collection of Nodes, which communicate over a common network 
fabric. 

To structure processing operations within a Node, the project uses the longstanding signal 
processing concept of pipelines: the inputs and outputs of series of processing blocks 
(Processors) are interconnected in order to achieve a required piece of overall functionality. A 
JSON data structure is used to configure which processors are loaded, and to define their 
operational parameters and interconnections, we refer to this as a Pipeline. For convenience, 
Pipelines are typically constructed and edited using graphical tools. 
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2.2 Content Model 
IP Studio takes advantage of the flexible payload formats permitted by IP data networks to define a 
logical content model. This makes use of additional headers to describe fundamental 
characteristics of the production data being transported. 

Within the content model, there are three overall classes of data: audio, video and Events. An 
Event is an instantaneous, timestamped piece of data, which is used to signal information such as 
camera settings changes or user interface interactions. Events, as well as discrete sections of 
audio and video (for example a video frame), are encapsulated within a container called a Grain. 
This provides header information such as timestamps and unique identifiers for the content. A 
sequence of Grains forms a Flow, which is sent from a logical Source to a logical Destination 
using protocols such as RTP (see 2.4). 

 
Figure 1 - IP Studio: Illustrating Various Flows of Grains 

2.3 Grain Payload Formats 
IP Studio conceptually supports the use of any data format for grain payloads, however in practice, 
BBC Research & Development has concentrated on supporting a small number of payload types in 
order to meet our immediate needs. 

Our current implementation represents metadata Event Grains using JSON. Formats in regular use 
for Video and Audio payloads are described below. 

2.3.1 Video Grains 
Video Grains contain either a frame of raw video pixel data or intra-frame compressed H.264. The 
payload metadata indicates the particular payload type in use and also includes information and 
picture dimensions, bit depths and layout. 

2.3.2 Audio Grains 
Audio Grains contain raw PCM audio, with payload metadata that describes the particular layout of 
the audio samples (such as the number of channels, word length, channel interleaving). For 
convenience, the number of audio samples per Grain is generally that which constitutes the 
duration of a video frame, although this is not a constraint of the logical content model. 

2.4 Media Transport Layer  
The project has worked to demonstrate several mechanisms that transport Grains across a 
network using standard protocols. 
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2.4.1  Real-time Transport Protocol (RTP) 
Within IP Studio, the Real-time Transport Protocol (RTP) is employed to push audio-visual data 
onto the network and receive it with minimal latency. Source Specific Multicast (SSM) (2) 
transmission is used to provide efficient distribution to multiple consumers. 

RTP extension headers are used to signal various pieces of Grain metadata, including timestamps 
and identity information. 

2.4.2  MPEG-DASH 
MPEG Dynamic Adaptive Streaming over HTTP (MPEG-DASH, or simply DASH, (3)) is currently 
used to undertake certain non-realtime transfers within IP Studio: for example, the movement of 
pre-recorded content between Nodes where latency is not as critical, but reliability is required (see 
section 6.3 for further detail). 

Metadata information is communicated using an additional DASH segment. 

2.5 Discovery, Control and Configuration 
DNS Service Discovery (DNS-SD) (4) technology is used to enable Nodes to announce their 
presence on a network segment, as well as their provision of IP Studio services such as Sources, 
Destinations and Flows. Once a Node has made itself discoverable using DNS-SD, it is available 
to be configured. Generally configuration changes are enacted though interactions with a Node-
wide REST API, which permits actions such as Pipeline submission and deletion, as well as 
modification of Processor parameters. 

For high frequency, low-latency control scenarios, a WebSocket interface is provided, which may 
be used as an alternative to the Node’s REST API. 

2.6 Synchronisation and Timing: Presentation Nodes 
IP Studio’s synchronisation mechanism operates using a ‘synchronise on presentation’ model. 
Grains are timestamped at their point of creation, and are then transported as required between 
Nodes. Presentation Nodes, which represent an ‘exit boundary’ of the IP Studio system, are 
points at which grains must be temporally synchronised for output. For example, a Node at which 
related audio and video Flows are rendered for display to end users would be a Presentation 
Node. 

As each Grain flows through the system, it may be subjected to a variable amount of delay. Delays 
are accumulated during processing operations and, to a lesser extent, within network hardware. A 
Presentation Node must be configured with a sufficiently sized output buffer to enable it to satisfy 
the following conditions: 

• Intra-Node synchronisation: All related Flows arriving at the Presentation Node can be 
re-aligned to establish their correct relative temporal relationship as defined by Grain 
capture timestamps.  

• Inter-Node synchronisation: Where multiple Presentation Nodes are outputting the same 
Flow, all Nodes must output the same Grain at the same time.  

Precision Time Protocol (PTP (5)) is used to synchronise all real-time clocks within a network 
segment, such that they provide a consistent timing reference. A PTP Grandmaster clock is 
derived from a GPS reference. Every IP Studio Node functions as a PTP slave, with PTP data 
distributed from the Grandmaster using any-source multicast. 

In order to ensure timing consistency in a system with multiple cameras, input frames to IP Studio 
must be generated in synchronised manner. For current generation cameras, this is achieved by 
synchronising electronic shutter timing using an external reference signal (commonly referred to as 
‘genlock’). Standalone hardware is currently used to bridge between PTP and genlock domains. 
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2.7 Current IP Studio Implementation 
To demonstrate the feasibility of the technologies outlined in sections 2.2 through 2.6, the IP Studio 
project has developed a suite of software applications. Together, these form an experimental IP-
End-to-End production system.  

Where audio and video processing are required, processors are typically written in C++. Service 
layer components are written in Python. User interfaces are implemented in HTML and Javascript. 
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3 IP Studio at Glasgow 2014 
The Glasgow 2014 Commonwealth Games was comprised of a programme of 17 sports, as well 
as opening and closing ceremonies (which occurred on 23rd July and 3rd August respectively). 
 

IP Studio technology was used to provide experimental coverage of the events detailed in  
Table 1. This was separate to conventional television programming being provided by the Games’ 
host broadcaster. 
 
 
 

Date Event Venue 
23 July Opening Ceremony Celtic Park 
24 July Rhythmic Gymnastics SSE Hydro 
25 July Rhythmic Gymnastics SSE Hydro 
26 July Rhythmic Gymnastics SSE Hydro 
28 July Artistic Gymnastics SSE Hydro 
29 July Artistic Gymnastics SSE Hydro 
30 July Artistic Gymnastics SSE Hydro 
31 July Artistic Gymnastics SSE Hydro 
01 August Artistic Gymnastics SSE Hydro 
02 August Boxing SSE Hydro 
03 August Netball SSE Hydro 

 
Table 1 - Glasgow 2014 Sport Events Covered using IP Studio 

 
In addition to covering the above events, the IP Studio platform was used to support research into 
a number of ‘new content experience’ technologies, which formed part of a public exhibition held 
by BBC Research & Development at the Glasgow Science Centre. Demonstrations making use of 
IP Studio technology included: 
 

• Venue Explorer (BBC Research & Development): a prototype web application that allowed 
viewers to interactively explore ultra-high-definition panoramic video of events at Glasgow 
2014 (6). IP Studio provided video links from the competition venues. 

• Future of Video (Cisco): a demonstration of an immersive and connected home television 
experience, with content presented on the walls of a ‘living room’ (7). IP Studio provided 
live video content, which was integrated alongside other assets. 

• High Frame Rate Television (BBC Research & Development): IP Studio was used to 
capture and store high frame rate footage at competition venues. This will be used to 
support future research in this area. 

3.1 Camera and Capture Node Information 
 
Four UHD cameras operating at 3840 x 2160 p50 were used to cover all events in the SSE Hydro. 
Two of these cameras were used to cover the initial Opening Ceremony at Celtic Park, then 
relocated to the Hydro for the remainder of the Games. Each camera was connected to its own IP 
Studio Capture Node using a short quad 3G HD-SDI link. 
 
Each Capture Node was configured to provide two IP Studio Flows using H.264 I-frame only 
compression. The primary Flow was generated as UHD 3840 x 2160 50p 4:2:2 10bit video, with 
typical bitrates between 800Mbps and 1200Mbps. The Capture Node also provided a software 
down-converted HD proxy Flow (1920 x 1080 4:2:2 50p 10bit video) at approximately 100Mbps. 
Section 6.1 contains information on how these two Flows were used for production purposes. 
 
Each camera position was also provisioned with an ancillary Capture Node, serving two functions: 
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• Firstly, it was connected to a wide-angle HD ‘context camera’. This was not intended for 
broadcast, but was instead used to provide visual feedback to crew members regarding 
activity at each camera location (see section 6.7). 

• Secondly, the ancillary Node ran an IP talkback client (see section 6.6). 

3.2 Sites Equipped with IP Studio  
The use of IP connectivity for this production enabled staff to be distributed between several 
locations, and dramatically reduced the number of workers required at each competition venue. 
Figure 2 illustrates the various locations in which IP Studio technology was deployed, further detail 
may also be found in appendix A. 

The following sub-sections are intended to provide an overview of each location in which IP Studio 
technology was present. Section 5 covers the production activities undertaken at each site in 
considerably more detail. 

 
Figure 2: IP Studio System Overview 

3.2.1  Celtic Park (Opening Ceremony) 
The home of Celtic Football Club since 1892, Celtic Park is situated to the East of Glasgow city 
centre. On 23 July, the stadium was used to host the Glasgow 2014 Commonwealth Games 
opening ceremony. In order to provide coverage of this event, two UHD camera positions were 
constructed, and equipped with IP studio Capture Nodes: one located centrally in the lower tier of 
the North stand (see Figure 3); one located in the lower tier of the Lisbon Lions stand. 

Additionally, the host broadcaster provided a clean feed of programme output without commentary. 
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Figure 3 - View from Celtic Park North Stand Camera Position 
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3.2.2  SSE Hydro (Various Indoor Events) 
A range of indoor events were hosted at the SSE Hydro, a purpose built indoor arena, during 
Glasgow 2014. This venue functioned as the primary site for IP Studio coverage of the Games, 
with four UHD cameras operating for the majority of the competition.  Figure 4 shows a view onto 
the competition floor from the venue’s upper tier. 

 

 
Figure 4 - View from Upper Tier in SSE Hydro 
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3.2.3  Glasgow Science Centre (Main Production Hub) 
The Glasgow Science Centre, situated on the South bank of the river Clyde, provided the location 
for the main IP Studio Glasgow 2014 production centre: the programme director and vision control 
positions were based in the venue’s Clyde Suite. The Science Centre also hosted a public 
demonstration of numerous BBC Research & Development technologies for the duration of the 
games. 

The primary IP Studio engineering positions were also situated here, with a dedicated array of 
monitors providing access to control and monitoring interfaces. 

For reference, the Glasgow Science Centre is approximately 600m away from the SSE Hydro and 
6km from Celtic Park (straight line distances).  

 

 
Figure 5 - Vision Control at the Glasgow Science Centre 

3.2.4  BBC Research & Development North Lab, Salford (Production/Engineering 
Support) 

Located in Salford Quays, Greater Manchester, BBC Research & Development’s North lab had a 
duplicate gallery to that present in the Glasgow Science Centre. 

The North lab also provided secondary engineering positions for the whole system, as well as 
several additional IP Studio Nodes, which were used for generation of video from still images (in a 
similar manner to a traditional broadcast graphics still store) 

3.2.5  BBC Research & Development South Lab , London (Audio Mixing/Broadcast 
Uplink) 

Situated in the BBC’s London W12 campus, BBC Research & Development’s South lab provided 
commentary and audio mixing facilities for all broadcasts. 

An UHD HEVC/H.265 broadcast of the IP Studio output was produced from another part of the 
W12 campus. This was delivered using both DVB-T2 test transmissions from Crystal Palace, Black 
Hill and Winter Hill and via MPEG-DASH over the Internet. See section 7 for further details. 
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4 Networking and Infrastructure 
This section provides information about the underlying network used for the work described in this 
paper. It also describes the manner in which a large number of IP Studio Nodes were provisioned, 
managed and provided with PTP for synchronisation. 

4.1 Network Overview 
 
Figure 6 shows a simplified diagram of the network used to connect the three IP Studio production 
centres for Glasgow 2014, further detail may be found in appendix A. 

Backbone networking was provided by Janet, who delivered 100Gbps Ethernet to BBC Pacific 
Quay in Glasgow, BBC Dock House in Salford Quays and BBC Centre House in London W12. At 
each BBC site, 40Gbps Ethernet was used to interconnect a Cisco ASR 9000 router and Nexus 
3000 core switch. In Scotland, Virgin media provided connections of either 10Gbps or 40Gbps 
between BBC Pacific Quay and the various Glasgow 2014 venues. 

 

 
Figure 6 - IP Studio Production Centres for Glasgow 2014 

 

4.2 Node Network Interfaces 
Each IP Studio Node was equipped with two Ethernet interfaces, one 1Gbps copper interface and 
one 10Gbps optical interface. The 1Gbps interface was used to route system management and 
control traffic, with the 10Gbps interface reserved for RTP audio and video data, as well as MPEG-
DASH transfers. 
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4.3 Node Provisioning and Update Management 
The large number of IP Studio Nodes used during Glasgow 2014 necessitated a carefully 
managed approach to software deployment, updates, and system configuration. 

4.3.1 Node Configuration using Puppet 
Puppet (8) software was used to automate the deployment of software packages onto Nodes. This 
ensured consistency between Nodes, and significantly reduced initial provisioning times over a 
manual approach. 

Puppet was also used to manage location specific network settings for Nodes. By updating the 
Puppet configuration, Nodes could quickly be migrated between the internal BBC Research & 
Development LAN (where initial setup was undertaken), and the Commonwealth Games WAN (for 
final deployment). 

4.3.2 Continuous Software Deployment 
During the Games, software development and testing continued on IP Studio Nodes connected to 
the BBC Research & Development LAN. This enabled the project team to replicate technical 
problems encountered on the Commonwealth Games network in a controlled laboratory 
environment. Software fixes were developed and directly deployed to live Nodes on the 
Commonwealth Games network. 

Within the Research & Development LAN, a Jenkins (9) continuous integration system was 
responsible for building software binaries for distribution as Debian Linux packages. These assets 
were archived into software repositories for installation on hosts. An ‘internet facing’ repository 
mirror was created, which could be accessed from within the Commonwealth Games network in 
order to deploy updates onto live Nodes. 

4.4 Node PTP Infrastructure for Syncronisation 
In order to achieve the synchronisation requirements outlined in section 2.6, a PTP Grandmaster 
was situated at BBC Pacific Quay as well as in the R&D North and South labs. Within segments, 
each switch was configured to propagate PTP packets. This infrastructure provided an accurate 
time reference to all remote sites. 

In locations where cameras were present, Stagebox (10) units were used to provide PTP-derived 
Genlock reference signals for shutter synchronisation. The HD-SDI/IP bridge capabilities of 
Stagebox were not used during this trial, with all audio/video capture and transport being 
undertaken using generic computer hardware running IP Studio software. 

5 IP Studio Glasgow 2014 Production Setup Details 
The following sub-sections describe how equipment and production roles were distributed between 
the various sites described in sections 3 and 4. 

5.1 Glasgow Science Centre Production Gallery 
The Glasgow Science Centre’s Clyde Suite hosted the main operations centre for BBC Research & 
Development’s Glasgow 2014 production. In contrast to a traditional live television workflow, this 
‘gallery’ was completely remote from the camera positions, with all external connectivity provided 
by a single fibre network link.  

Using IP Studio technology allowed BBC Research & Development’s Glasgow-based team to 
minimise the amount of equipment which needed to be installed in the Science Centre, as core 
infrastructure could be distributed between other sites. Consequently, fewer engineering staff were 
required during the construction and commissioning of this facility. 

Figure 7 highlights the main work areas in the production gallery at the Glasgow Science Centre. 
The gallery was constructed with walls formed of clear acrylic panels, which enabled the 
production process to be observed by visitors during a public exhibition. 
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Figure 7 - Glasgow Science Centre Production Gallery Work Areas 

 
The director was positioned centrally in the gallery, with access to vision mixing controls and open 
talkback to all locations. A HD camera multiviewer and a HD programme output monitor were 
provided, with the director making his creative decisions based on these proxy video Flows  (see 
section 6.1 for further details on mixed HD/UHD working). 
 
The production assistant and engineering positions were located to the left of the director. Here, a 
number of monitors were used to show status ‘dashboards’. These gave an overview of the 
performance of the whole IP Studio system, enabling problems to be identified and remedied 
quickly. Figure 8 and Figure 9 show two diagnostic views used by engineering staff. 
 
In addition to maintaining system performance, the engineering position was also responsible for 
controlling IP Studio recording of transmission and cueing playback of pre-recorded material (see 
section 6.3) 
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Figure 8 - A Node Status Monitor Webpage 

 

 
Figure 9 - A Global System 'Issue Tracker' Dashboard 

 
To the right of the director, several monitors were provided which showed wide angle ‘context 
cameras’ (see section 6.7) of activity at other IP Studio locations. 
 
Talkback operations were also controlled from a workstation to the right of the director, though this 
position was not permanently staffed. 

5.2 London Audio Production Gallery 
BBC Research & Development’s South lab facility was used to host audio mixing and commentary 
capabilities. IP Studio’s “synchronise on presentation” model (described in section 2.6) enabled 
audio and vision production to take place several hundred kilometres apart, with correctly timed 
audio and video data being output wherever required. Locating audio operations in London 
reduced the overall production cost and the number of staff required in Glasgow. 

A Yamaha 02R digital audio mixing console was used to combine location audio with pre-recorded 
content and commentary. This was connected to an IP Studio Node via AES/EBU, with the Node 
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receiving a selection of raw audio Flows, which were used as channel inputs to the mixer. The 
same Node also captured and transmitted the mixer output.  

The audio mix engineer was equipped with talkback and a trio of monitors showing the IP Studio 
programme output, traditional broadcast programme output and the Glasgow Science Centre 
context camera. Figure 10 shows the arrangement of the audio mix position. 

 

 
Figure 10 - London Audio Production Gallery: Mix Position 
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Figure 11 shows the commentary position, which was situated in an adjacent room to the audio 
mixer. Monitors for IP Studio and traditional programme output were provided, as well as access to 
the Glasgow 2014 official statistics portal. 

 

 
Figure 11 - London Audio Production Gallery: Commentary Position 

  

5.3 Salford Quays Production Gallery 
Figure 12 shows a second production gallery, constructed in the BBC’s Salford Quays offices for 
the duration of the Games. Located approximately 300km from Glasgow’s SSE Hydro, the Salford 
Quays facility could replicate all production tasks undertaken in the Glasgow Science Centre. This 
was made possible because of the synchronisation model used by IP Studio, and the control APIs 
exposed by each Node (see sections 2.5 and 2.6). 

This gallery was primarily used to demonstrate IP production techniques to BBC staff and project 
stakeholders. A similar, though slightly condensed, layout to the Glasgow Science Centre gallery 
was used. 
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Figure 12 - Salford Quays Production Gallery 

6 IP Studio Technology Details 
A range of IP Studio features and components were developed to meet the production 
requirements of Glasgow 2014. These are described in the following sub-sections. 

6.1 Multiple-Resolution Working 
In order to reduce network bandwidth and processing requirements, the Glasgow Science Centre 
production gallery operated at HD (proxy resolution), rather than UHD. Proxy Flows were 
generated by each Capture Node (see section 3). This decision eliminated the need to install high 
performance servers into the production area. 

Vision mixer cuts were synchronised between the HD output in the Science Centre gallery and a 
remote server housed in BBC Pacific Quay’s main data centre, which manipulated UHD Flows 
accordingly. This arrangement is described in more detail in section 6.2. 

In the future, similar ‘proxy vision mixing’ workflows could enable programme production to take 
place in a regular television production facility; with only the cameras being sent to an outside 
broadcast location. Proxy camera feeds and the final full-resolution programme output could then 
be sent back to the remote gallery via a relatively modest network connection. 

6.2 Vision Mixer 
A novel vision mixer architecture was required to support the simultaneous HD and UHD working 
described in section 6.1. The implementation was deliberately devised to be componentised and 
distributed, in contrast to a traditional monolithic SDI-based device. For simplicity, it was decided to 
support only ‘cut’ operations, with no blends or wipes. This enabled the mixer to operate 
exclusively in the intra-frame H.264 domain, eliminating an additional video decode/encode cycle 
(and the large amount of compute power this would consume at UHD). 

Whilst the vision mixer described in this section was designed to be suitable for most production 
needs, the design is merely one of many possible solutions. Alternative implementations are likely 
to be better suited for specific use cases and environments. 
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6.2.1  Vision Mixer Architecture 
 
Architecturally, the vision mixer was separated into ‘back end’ switching components (implemented 
as IP Studio processors) and a ‘front end’ user interface (implemented as a web browser 
application using HTML and Javascript). 

Two IP Studio Nodes were used to form the back-end of the vision mixer. One Node was 
responsible for switching HD Flows, and was located in the Glasgow Science Centre during the 
Games, where its output could be immediately viewed (see section 3.2.3). The second Node, 
switching UHD Flows, was located in the BBC’s Pacific Quay premises.  

Each Node ran a Pipeline consisting of three RTP receiver processors, feeding a three-input, one-
output ‘Clean Switch Processor’.  
The Clean Switch Processor functioned as a software controlled switch, forwarding one of its three 
input Flows to its output. The ‘clean’ element of the Processor’s name refers to the fact that any 
switch operations occurred on Grain boundaries, with buffering applied as required in order to 
preserve a consistent time relationship at the output.  

By manipulating the Flows being received by each RTP receiver and switching the Clean Switch 
Processor’s output accordingly, seamless video ‘cuts’ were achieved. 

Three RTP receivers were required in order to fulfil the following, dynamically assigned, roles: 

• A receiver feeding the output of the Clean Switch Processor (the ‘on air’ receiver). 

• A receiver receiving a nominated standby Flow, which was ready to cut on request (the 
‘standby’ receiver).  

• A receiver that was spare to automatically retune as required in order to achieve various 
state transitions. 

Figure 13 shows the movement of Flows between each vision mixer component: 
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Figure 13 - IP Studio Flows Through Clean Switch Components 

 
The output of each Node’s Clean Switch Processor was transmitted as a new Flow on to the 
network. 
 

6.2.2  Vision Mixer Control 
The RTP Receivers and Clean Switch Processor were controlled using several bidirectional 
Websocket connections initiated by the web browser user interface: 

• In the case of the RTP receivers, this Websocket was used by the web browser client to 
instruct the RTP receiver to retune to a new Flow. The RTP receiver also provided status 
updates to the client when its state changed (for example on successfully acquiring the first 
Grain from a new Flow) 

• The Clean Switch Processor operated as a Websocket controlled switch. The web browser 
client made a request to the ‘Clean Switch’ Processor, instructing it to switch to one of the 
three incoming Flows from the connected RTP receivers. The browser could specify that 
the switch operation be undertaken either as soon as possible, or at a certain Grain 
timestamp in the Flows being switched. On completion of switching, the Clean Switch 
Processor sent the actual Grain timestamp at which the switch operation occurred back to 
the client. 

In order to replicate cut operations between the HD and UHD Nodes, the following sequence of 
events occurred (also illustrated in Figure 14): 

1. Vision mix operator requested a cut via web browser user interface. 
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2. Web browser JavaScript application sent a Websocket request to the HD Clean Switch 
Processor, with instructions to switch immediately to the RTP Processor that had the next 
required HD Flow. Figure 14 shows this as a message requesting input zero, with a zero 
timestamp indicating that an immediate action is required. 

3. The HD Clean Switch Processor began the process of switching between Flows. 

4. The HD Clean Switch Processor completed the switching process, and responded to the 
web browser client with a Websocket message confirming the actual Grain timestamp (T1) 
at which the HD switch occurred. 

5. The web browser client received the response from the HD Clean Switch Processor. 

6. The web browser client automatically sent a ‘follow on’ switch request to the UHD Clean 
Switch Processor. The requested timestamp for the UHD switch to occur was the same as 
the timestamp received from the HD Clean Switch Processor in step 5 (T1). 

7. The UHD Clean Switch Processor completed its switch at the same Grain timestamp as the 
HD switch (T2 = T1). 

 
Figure 14: Clean Switch Sequence Diagram. 

 
The above sequence does not illustrate any retuning of RTP receivers which may need to occur 
before Clean Switch operation. 

The web browser user interface was responsible for managing the Flows being received by each 
RTP receiver, and maintaining consistent state between the HD and UHD RTP processors. 

Figure 15 shows the Websocket connections that existed between the web browser user interface, 
RTP receiver and Clean Switch processors in order to facilitate the control actions described 
above. 
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Figure 15 - Websocket Control Connections between Web Browser UI and Clean Switch Components 

(Flow Connections Omitted) 
 

6.2.3  Vision Mixer User Interface 
Figure 16 shows the vision mixer web browser user interface. This had four main work areas: 

• A setup area, in which the HD and UHD Clean Switch Nodes were specified (top right of 
window). 

• A vertical ‘channel strip’ for each available Flow. Each channel had a Standby button 
(green) and a Programme Out button (red). Pressing a Standby button routed the 
associated Flow to the standby RTP receiver on both Clean Switch Nodes. The Flow was 
then ready to cut to immediately. Pressing a Programme Out button routed the associated 
Flow to the output of both Clean Switch processors immediately. 

• A CUT button, which was used to toggle the currently selected Standby and Programme 
Out states (the current Standby Flow became Programme Out and vice versa). 

• A Configure button, which enabled channels to be added to the mixer, associated with 
Flows, or removed. 
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Figure 16 - Vision Mixer User Interface (Operation Mode Shown) 

6.3 Flow Storage 
 
Two IP Studio content storage functions were required for Glasgow 2014: firstly the ability to 
capture a recording of transmission; secondly the ability to store isolated camera Flows. 

To achieve these objectives, a set of re-usable storage components was created. At the heart of 
the storage system was the Sequence Store Database: a high performance database, capable of 
storing and retrieving Grains in real-time. 

Three methods of inserting Grains into a Sequence Store Database were created: 

• For live content, an IP Studio Processor was used (the Sequence Store Processor) 
which, when connected to a source of Grains in a running Pipeline, wrote incoming Grains 
into a local Sequence Store Database.  

• For non-live file-based content, an Import Tool, which took an existing H.264 I-Frame only 
file, re-wrapped its contents as a Flow of Grains, and then inserted the result into a local 
sequence store at a specified start timestamp. 

• Grains stored in a pre-existing, remote, Sequence Store Database could be replicated into 
a local Sequence Store Database using MPEG-DASH managed by the Sequence Store 
Transfer Service. 

The next sub-sections describe how various pieces of storage architecture were built on top of the 
Sequence Store Database, and provide more detail about some of the components described 
above. 

6.3.1  Recording of Transmission Storage 
To record programme output, a ‘receive and store’ Pipeline was instantiated on a Sequence Store 
Database Node. 

Three RTP receiver/sequence store Processor pairs were used to enable UHD, HD and audio mix 
Flows to be recorded. 

Figure 17 shows a simplified Clean Switch Node providing a Flow to a storage Node. 
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Figure 17 - Programme Output Recording 

6.3.2  Isolated Camera Flow Storage 
Isolated camera Flows were cached in real-time to a local Sequence Store Database on each 
Capture Node.  

The cache disks used were high-performance solid-state devices, which had limited capacity, and 
so were unsuitable for long-term storage. The Store Transfer Service was used to manage the 
transfer of stored isolated camera Flows to a master storage Node for long-term preservation. 

Figure 18 illustrates the transfer of cached content from a Capture Node to a master storage Node. 

The next sub-sections describe the various components shown in this figure. 

 
Figure 18 - Commonwealth Games Camera ISO Storage Architecture 

6.3.3  Sequence Store Database: DASH Representation 
In addition to programmatic access to the Sequence Store Database by IP Studio processors, a 
virtual file system was exposed to the operating system. The virtual file system provided DASH 
representations of audio and video Flows. 
 
This DASH representation was exposed publically via a REST API provided by the Stored Flow 
Query Service. 
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6.3.4 Stored Flow Query Service 
The Stored Flow Query Service provided a REST representation of the content stored in a local 
Sequence Store Database. It enabled remote clients to interrogate and download content from a 
Sequence Store Database using HTTP DASH. 

6.3.5  Store Transfer Service 
The Store Transfer Service was manually configured to maintain synchronisation between a 
master and cache Sequence Store Database. The service synchronised in one direction only: i.e. a 
master Node running the Store Transfer Service pulled content from a cache Node via HTTP 
DASH. 

6.3.6  Stored Flow Registry Service 
The contents of all the individual Sequence Store Databases (as described by their respective 
Stored Flow Query Service) were aggregated by a single Stored Flow Registry Service. The 
Stored Flow Registry Service API provided a single point of entry from which all stored Flows could 
be discovered and accessed. 
 
DNS-SD techniques were used to announce the presence of new Stored Flow Query Service 
instances to the Stored Flow Registry Service.  

6.4 Stored Flow Playback 
It was desirable to be able to replay stored content during times at which live Glasgow 2014 events 
were not occurring. This section describes the IP Studio playback architecture, which 
complemented the storage system described in section 6.3 by also being highly distributed and 
scalable. 

At the lowest level of the playback system was the Sequence Store Playback Processor. An 
instance of this Processor could be configured to play a Flow stored in a local Sequence Store 
Database, retrieving the associated Grains and ‘playing’ them sequentially them into a shared 
memory area, for other Pipeline processors to access. 

For Glasgow 2014, the Sequence Store Playback Processor was typically connected to an RTP 
transmitter, in order to transmit the playing Flow to the network. 

Two web browser-based applications were used to configure and then control playback operations. 
In addition, several intermediary services, to which the user interfaces connected, were created to 
manage the configuration and control of the relevant backend Nodes. These components are 
described in the following sub-sections. 

6.4.1  Playback Coordinator Instances and Playback Coordinator Factory 
A concept at the core of IP Studio’s Glasgow 2014 playback architecture was that it should be 
possible to play a related set of stored Flows together, in synchronisation (for example: UHD, HD 
and audio Flows from a camera).  
 
Playback of a group of Flows was manually configured by defining, and then instantiating, a 
Playback Instance. A single control interface was then used to issue play, pause, seek and other 
transport commands to the instance, which controlled the whole set of underlying Flows together in 
a ganged manner. 
 
Since the Flows in question were often stored in several Sequence Store Databases, distributed 
across multiple Nodes, a control coordination and aggregation agent was required to mediate 
between the Nodes and the control interface. This was termed the Playback Coordinator: 
 

• Initial configuration of a Playback Coordinator was achieved using a REST API, with a 
request indicating which Nodes and Flows were needed for a Playback Instance.  
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• The Playback Coordinator was then responsible for building and deploying playback 
Pipelines (containing a Sequence Store Playback Processor) to every Node that had 
required stored Flows.  

 
• The Playback Coordinator established a Websocket connection to each Sequence Store 

Playback Processor for control and status monitoring. The Playback Coordinator 
aggregated messages received from multiple Sequence Store Playback Processor 
Websockets into a single Websocket to which the web browser client was connected. In the 
reverse case, messages sent from the web browser client were distributed to all Sequence 
Store Playback Processors by the Playback Coordinator. This behaviour allowed the web 
browser client to monitor and control all Sequence Store Playback Processors without 
opening multiple web sockets, reducing computational load on the browser. 

 
Multiple Playback Coordinator instances were be required whenever the need arose to have 
multiple concurrent Playback Instances. To facilitate this, a Playback Coordinator Factory 
Service provided the ability for many Playback Coordinator instances to be started and configured 
remotely, via a REST API. 

Figure 19 shows the relationship between web browser user interfaces, Playback Coordinator 
Factory Service, a single Playback Coordinator instance, and several master Nodes used for 
playback. It also illustrates the Websocket aggregation behaviour of the Playback Coordinator. 

 
Figure 19 - Playback Architecture 
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6.4.2  Playback Configuration Interface 
Figure 20 shows the playback configuration interface used during the Games. It allowed Playback 
Instances to be defined, and then started. There were three main work areas: 

• A setup area, in which the Playback Coordinator Factory Service endpoint address was 
defined (top right of window). 

• The Flow select areas (centre of window): Here a button was drawn for each Master and 
Cache Flow that was discovered via the Stored Flow Registry Service (see section 6.3.6). 
Clicking a button added that Flow to the current Playback Instance definition (the button 
was then illuminated). 

• The definition control area (left of window). This allowed multiple Playback Instances to be 
defined, started and stopped. Each Playback Instance could be given a name by the user. 
Running Playback Instances are shown in magenta, stopped Playback Instances are 
shown in amber. Clicking the connect button next to a running Playback Instance launched 
the playback control user interface (see section 6.4.3) in a new browser window. 

 

 
Figure 20 - Playback Configuration Web Browser User Interface 
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6.4.3  Playback Control Interface 
Figure 21 shows the playback control user interface. This was launched from the playback 
configuration interface once a Playback Instance had been deployed and started. HTTP query 
parameters were used to pass state information between the two interfaces during handover. The 
playback control interface connected to the control Websocket provided by a Playback Coordinator 
instance. 
 
The playback control interface had three main work areas: 
 

• The Playback Instance title (top of window) 
 

• The stored Flow indicators (centre of window): This indicated the Flows that were 
associated with the Playback Instance. 
 

• The transport panel. This manipulated the virtual playhead position across all Flows in the 
Playback Instance (with control messages being distributed via the Playback Coordinator). 
It also enabled a loop region to be defined and the toggling of looping behaviour. 

 
 

 
Figure 21 - Playback Control Web Browser User Interface 
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6.5 Tally Lights 
An IP Studio-enabled tally light system was used during Glasgow 2014 to indicate to camera 
operators which camera was currently routed to the IP Studio programme output used for DVB-T2 
and MPEG-DASH broadcasts. 

The tally system was comprised of a small piece of hardware attached to each UHD camera, and 
some supporting software components running on the camera’s associated Capture Node. 

6.5.1  Tally Light Hardware 
The tally light hardware consisted of a tri-colour LED lamp, connected via transistor drive 
electronics to a USB/UART converter cable (11). Driver software was provided to enable the host 
computer to toggle lamp colour states. 

6.5.2  Tally Light Control Service 
A software Tally Light Control Service ran on each UHD Capture Node. On starting, the service 
attached to the USB tally light device and extinguished any existing lighting state. 

The Tally Light Control Service used DNS-SD techniques to announce itself, and to discover 
appropriate source of data which could be used as control inputs. Control data was supplied to the 
service via a Websocket. Further details about the source of control data are provided in the 
following sub-section (6.5.3). 

A simple domain specific language was devised to configure the Tally Light Control Service. This 
enabled logical rules to be defined in order to specify when the tally light should illuminate, based 
on matching against Websocket Event JSON payloads. 

6.5.3  Tally Control Data: Monitor Point 
To provide control data for the tally light system, an additional IP Studio Processor, the Tally 
Monitor Point was used. 

The purpose of the Tally Monitor Point was to watch a point of interest in a Pipeline for changes in 
the Source identity1 of the Grains being passed between processors. When a suitable change was 
detected, the Tally Monitor Point notified all subscribed Tally Light Control Services. 

DNS-SD techniques were used to advertise Tally Monitor Points to Tally Light Control Services. If 
a Tally Monitor Point’s DNS advertisement matched the logical configuration rules for a Tally Light 
Control Service instance, the Tally Light Control Service established a Websocket connection to 
the Tally Monitor Point. 

Figure 22 illustrates how the Tally Light Control Service and Tally Monitor Point Processor 
interoperated to provide a working tally light system: 

1. A Tally Monitor Point was connected to the output of a Clean Switch Processor on a Clean 
Switch Node. 

2. On a Capture Node, the Tally Light Control Service was configured to discover the Clean 
Switch Node’s Tally Monitor Point using DNS-SD. The Tally Light Control service then 
established a Websocket connection between itself and the Tally Monitor Point. 

3. The Tally Monitor Point used the above Websocket to notify the Tally Light Control Service 
of changes to the Source identity of the Flow leaving the Clean Switch Processor. 

4. If the Flow being output by the Clean Switch Processor had a Source identity which 
matched that of the Capture Node in step two, then the Tally Light Control Service 
illuminated the tally light in red. 

______________________________________________________________________________ 
1 Grain Source identity uniquely identifies the logical IP Studio source which originally produced that gain 
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Figure 22 - Tally Light Architecture 

 

 

 
Figure 23 - An Uninitialised LED Tally Light (Showing Cyan Colouring) Mounted to an UHD Camera 

6.6 Talkback 
Mumble (12), an open-source voice chat system, was deployed as an IP talkback solution during 
the Games. 

The director, camera operators, engineering staff and audio mix engineer were provided with 
talkback hardware. In the case of the director, a normally open, gooseneck microphone was used. 
Camera operators had ‘traditional’ single muff headsets. Engineering positions mostly used 
lightweight integrated USB headsets. Each talkback station was a headless computer running a 
mumble client. 

Where push to talk operation was required, this was achieved using a combination of software 
noise gates and electrical mute switches. 

The Mumble server (Murmur) ran on a low power, microATX desktop situated in the Glasgow 
Science Centre production gallery, where it was easily available for configuration. 
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6.7 Context Cameras 
As noted elsewhere in this paper, each production area (Glasgow Science Centre, Salford, 
London) and each camera position was equipped with a wide-angle HD 25p context camera. Each 
context camera was captured and transmitted using an IP Studio Capture Node, but the resulting 
video was not used for broadcast. Flow bitrates were typically in the region of 35Mbps. 

Staff mostly used context cameras for visual talkback, and to provide situational awareness (for 
example whether a remote operator was present at his station during setup). 

7 Broadcast Outputs: DVB-T2, MPEG-DASH 
The same infrastructure that facilitated BBC Research & Development’s Brazil 2014 World Cup 
UHD trial (13) was used to broadcast the department’s Glasgow 2014 coverage. 

Two different broadcast platforms were used: DVB-T2 and MPEG DASH. The first of these used 
existing DTT infrastructure to deliver UHD trial broadcasts to Crystal Palace (London), Winter Hill 
(North West England) and Black Hill (Glasgow). The second is an IP-based delivery system.  

In both cases, content was re-encoded using an HEVC/H.265 codec for distribution. Commercial 
encoder solutions were used, which required an input format of quad 3G HD-SDI. An IP Studio 
Node was configured to output the UHD Clean Switched Flow over a suitable SDI link. 

Test receivers were situated at several BBC and third party sites. These were able to reliably 
access both transmissions. 
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8 Research Outcomes and Findings 
BBC Research & Development’s IP Studio production trial at the Glasgow 2014 Commonwealth 
Games provided a number of opportunities to validate the department’s IP broadcasting approach. 

The following sub-sections provide a brief summary of the areas in which knowledge has been 
gained. 

8.1 Validation of Timing and Synchronisation Approach 
The use of GPS derived PTP to distribute an accurate timing reference to IP Studio nodes was 
extremely successful. This was the first time that the system had been tested over such large 
distances.  

The IP Studio timing and synchronisation approach (which timestamps Grains on creation and then 
synchronises related Grains at presentation) performed well. Synchronous audio and video was 
created at presentation nodes, despite the fundamentally asynchronous nature of the network 
infrastructure. 

8.2 Validation of Multi-Format Approach 
IP Studio has successfully demonstrated the feasibility of working with mixed video formats (UHD 
50p, HD 50p, HD 25p) on a single live production infrastructure.  

Slaving programme output UHD vision switching to the HD operations being undertaken in the 
Glasgow Science Centre production gallery (see section 6.1) also proved to be very successful. 
Such an approach has great value in minimising the bandwidth and technical equipment required 
to facilitate remote production of outside broadcasts. 

8.3 Validation of ‘Software Defined Infrastructure’ 
IP Studio has validated the viability of a broadcast ‘plant’ that is defined less by hardware and 
point-to-point connectivity, but by software components and configuration. Pipelines and software 
services running on each IP Studio Node determine the data exchanges and broadcast processes 
that occur. 

8.4 Network Performance and IP Studio Latency 
After an initial setup period, the Commonwealth games network performed extremely well, with no 
major incidents of packet loss and no losses of connectivity within the core network. All broadcast 
activities were undertaken as planned. 

8.4.1 IP Studio Latencies 
In use, round-trip audio latency (Glasgow-London-Glasgow) including mixing was 950ms. Video 
latency (Venue-Glasgow Science Centre-London) including vision mixing was 1400ms. 

Both of these figures include generous additional buffering to accommodate jitter introduced by IP 
Studio processors. For example, the UHD H.264 encoders used frame-based threading with a pool 
of frames encoded in parallel. This resulted in sudden bursts of encoded frames, followed by 
quiescent periods. It is likely that further optimization could reduce the size of buffers needed at 
Presentation Nodes. 

Furthermore, in IP Studio’s current implementation, the basic time unit inside a pipeline is a frame 
period (Grains contain a frame of video, or a frame period of audio). As a result, long pipelines 
incur significant pipelining latency. The IP Studio project is currently investigating support for 
latency reduction techniques such as ‘Grain streaming’ (which enables processing operations that 
do not require a complete Grain to be undertaken as soon as some partially completed Grain data 
is available upstream). 
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9 Further Work  
BBC Research & Development will continue working in the area of IP enabled future broadcast 
systems, guided by the experience and knowledge gained from Glasgow 2014. Future work areas 
that are of particular interest are described in the following sub-sections. 

9.1 Standardisation Efforts 
The department will continue to play an active role in current and future standardisation activity in 
this area. Presently the BBC is participating in the SMPTE/EBU/VSF Joint Task Force on 
Networked Media (JTNM) (14), where knowledge from the IP Studio project is being shared. 

9.2 Documentation 
To effectively communicate the BBC’s vision for future IP production technologies, it is the 
department’s aim to increase the availability of detailed IP Studio documentation over the next 
year.  

9.3 Industrial Collaboration 
It is our intention to collaborate with commercial partners in order to amplify our research efforts 
and accelerate the transition of future IP broadcast systems from our research labs into 
commercial reality. 

9.4 Additional Production Trials 
Undertaking further production testing is crucial to improving our understanding of the opportunities 
and challenges associated with a future IP broadcast system. The department is particularly 
interested in using IP Studio technology to efficiently produce a wider range of programme genres 
and formats, for delivery to a diverse range of platforms. 

9.5 Remote Production 
The IP Studio team is interested in further exploration of the remote production workflows used 
during Glasgow 2014. There is huge scope for reduction in the time and costs associated with 
outside broadcast operations if this technology can be perfected. 

9.6 Supporting New Content Experiences 
Because IP technology frees broadcasters from the constraints of a traditional linear production 
chain, there is great potential for innovation around the types of programmes that can exist, as well 
as the manner in which they are created and consumed. 

The department is working on the realisation of an imagined future in which programme assets can 
be flexibly delivered to audiences and assembled on-the-fly. Our vision is that IP Studio and 
associated technologies will unlock a range of new content experiences. 

9.7 IP Studio System Architecture: Improvements and Extensions 
Finally, some practical areas for the improvement of IP Studio were identified during Glasgow 
2014. 

9.7.1 Discovery System 
The IP Studio discovery system, which maintains a registry of Nodes and their associated services 
(such as Flows) was judged to be inadequate at the scale encountered during Glasgow 2014. 
Since the games, the IP Studio team have re-architected this system (though the underlying 
technologies remain as REST and DNS-SD). A detailed explanation of IP Studio’s discovery 
technologies will be issued as a follow-up to this paper. 
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9.7.2  System Configuration Tools 
Presently, whilst a good tool chain for the development and deployment of Pipelines onto individual 
nodes exists, there is limited tooling for rapid configuration of a set of Nodes. In a large scale 
distributed IP Studio system, such as that built for Glasgow 2014, global system configuration tools 
would greatly improve the management and restoration of state. 

Approaches to system configuration, which embrace and extend our existing APIs and data model, 
are currently being investigated. 
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